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Abstract
This thesis and my creative work, Homecoming, aim to explore some of the reasons why the
Anglo-Irish were so prolific at writing supernatural and in particularly Gothic fiction during the
19th century, particularly as an expression of their fragile identity within the broader British
Empire and in Ireland. Homecoming, while set at the end of WW2, examines a fictional legacy
of ‘The Hunger’ on the colonised Catholic Irish, dealing with the taboo subject of cannibalism.
Homecoming’s Gothic mode, includes elements such as the uncanny and the family curse,
blending The Big House with folklore and storytelling, as an allegory on the dysfunctional
relationship between Protestants and Catholics in the uncertainty and isolationism of postemergency Ireland. The thesis explores how the Anglo-Irish abjected the Catholic Irish out of
fear of losing control, manipulating their literary depiction for commercial and political reasons,
while robbing them of the agency to tell their own story. It traces the migration of Anglo-Irish
Gothic into English Literature, appropriation of the Catholic Irish experience and questions
colonial depiction of the colonised. The thesis offers a basis for discussion about the attitudes
and behaviours of the characters in Homecoming.
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Homecoming – An Irish Ghost Story:
Reflections on the Irish Gothic Tradition
This thesis explores some of the reasons that Ireland had such a significant output of Gothic
and Supernatural writing during the Nineteenth century from the Anglo-Irish community. It
accompanies my creative work Homecoming, a supernatural tale with strong Gothic
elements. Homecoming’s supernatural content is two embedded ghost stories and an
overarching curse, which may be the driver for events or may be a delusion by a damaged
WW1 survivor. Some of the thesis is applied creatively, in terms of tropes, and it is an
exploration of two cultures, Anglo-Irish and Irish that collide in WW2. Homecoming starts in
1946, rather than closer to The Great Hunger (1847) or even WW1 (1918). I felt that there
needed to be a passage of time after Ireland gained independence (1922), in which the War
of Independence and Civil War had given way to quieter times and the internal construction
of a nation. My three main characters would each be trying to define their place in that new
peace, and their identity, linked to class, gender and faith . The issue of neutrality in WW2
allows this reflection because it helps each character to justify their motivation for
involvement and allegiances in a war, where they could have been safely neutral, were not
conscripted, but chose to be involved.
During my Creative Writing BA, I wrote the story, ‘The Book of Maryam’, exploring
colonialism in a small Irish village, through the point of view of an Anglo-Irish professor.
Adding the inner tale, related by an Irish publican, meant the piece is shared by the
colonised and the coloniser, their linguistic style differentiating between the oral and written
tradition. ‘The Book of Maryam’s’ rural Irish setting place the professor and the publican
within their class and cultural boundaries, but I wondered how removing characters from that
setting would affect relationships and dynamics. Choosing to make the main characters
female, allowed me to examine inequalities affecting women of any faith in Ireland at the
time. Homecoming further explores two similarly opposed voices and allows them to meet
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on neutral territory. Both Patricia and Dymphna tell tales true to their cultural communities.
Their relationship is brittle and unresolved, seeming to be parallel and distant equally, rooted
in historical difference. Shamey, although seemingly part of Dymphna’s ‘tribe’, underpins
their actions and links them back into history. To an outsider and this could include the
Anglo-Irish viewpoint, it might seem that the Irish are one unified nation, without
understanding the nuances and divisions of city and country and how this might affect beliefs
and traditions. Shamey comes from the West of Ireland which in both Patricia and
Dymphna’s eyes would place him at the heart of tradition, superstition and folklore but might
also have negative connotations of rural underdevelopment.
I am drawn to writing ghost stories, not necessarily to scare nor produce a completed
tale, rather, they are opportunities to use a genre to explore wider issues, allowing the
ambiguity of supernatural forces. Ghost stories can explore a less ordered universe and
solve mysteries without the detail needed for crime writing. Importantly, wherever a ghost
story takes us, it always returns us to a safe place.
Fear is a wonderful thing, in small doses. You ride the ghost train into the
darkness, knowing that eventually the doors will open and you will step out
into the daylight once again. It’s always reassuring to know that you’re still
here, still safe. That nothing strange has happened, not really. (Gaiman,
2014)
While readers are returned to that safe place, through the genre of ghost stories, I am able
to write about diverse subjects which may be outside the scope of a readers’ usual interests
or experience, but they can be lured in by the promise of ghosts. They can enjoy the story
without any prior background knowledge, but, after reading it, they may want to discover
more about a topic, giving an added dimension and an embedded opportunity to highlight a
real cause or injustice, without being didactic. In ‘The Maid of Shanaclogh’, I coupled an
Operation Yewtree national treasure singer with his victim, a Magdalene Laundry survivor.
He is lured by the playing of one of his own songs into implicating himself in her rape, by her
ghost. At what point she becomes that ghost is ambiguous. Ghost stories create alternative
realities and link temporally. To write big issues, I have to pick a different way in, because
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twenty-thousand words imposes a creative restraint. Rather than fighting that, I have to
embrace it and tackle the themes creatively. Homecoming’s message is that the memory
and effect of ‘The Hunger’ has never really left. Quite literally, for Shamey, surviving ‘The
Hunger’ has become embedded into his village culture as he continues the cannibalism that
Irish popular consciousness is not yet ready to recognise took place during ‘The Hunger’,
although it has been explored at a scholarly level, in particular by Cormac O’Grada in Eating
People is Wrong. (O’Grada, 2015).There is a colonial trauma both in Ireland but importantly
also in the US, where descendants of ‘Hunger’ immigration, who can accept that poverty and
hardship caused their ancestors to leave, find that cannibalism is at odds with their image of
romanticised heroism.
In 1847, An Górta Mór took an already strained colonial relationship and further
polarised the Catholics and Protestants in Ireland. Homecoming does not examine ‘The
Hunger’ directly. It is not a weighty Hunger fiction like Famine (O’Flaherty,1937) but rather a
reminder of the unresolved. WW2 and The Hunger, explored in The Whereabouts of Eneas
McNulty (Barry,1998), are paralleled and I have attempted similar parallels in Homecoming.
Readers can interpret World War 11 as the moment at which the
spectre of Irish isolationism, inaugurated by the Famine, comes back
in order to be established as an official foreign policy via Fianna Fail’s
declaration of neutrality. (Schultz, 2014, pp. 73)
These events are not separate and are part of a continued trauma.
Before knowing whether one can differentiate between the spectre of the
past and the spectre of the future, of the past present and the future
present, one must ask oneself whether the spectrality effect does not
consist in undoing this opposition, or even this dialectic, between actual,
effective presence and its other. (Derrida,2006, pp. 48)
Rather than Homecoming using flashbacks to ‘The Hunger’, it features mass burial
without coffins, both at sea and in pits, under-nourished people in hanging clothes, and the
morality of how to survive hunger, but in WW2. I felt readers could engage more immediately
with these images than the Illustrated London News (Mahony,1847) line-drawings of Irish
peasants. The effect of those drawings has become diminished by familiarity and
photography’s immediacy. The Hunger Memorial beside the River Liffey feels the same.
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Watching Concentration Camp Footage (1945), I saw piles of emaciated bodies and could
no longer identify them as human, nor feel for them as individuals. When the camera
panned to a mass burial and the remains of a well-nourished Germanic looking woman with
elaborately coiffed hair, I was shocked and checked myself. She was surrounded by
countless corpses screened out by my mind, abjecting them. Their identity-less remains
threatened my imagined borders of personal value and I questioned my own possible fate
during ‘The Hunger’, threatened by death but also by the lack of self in mass burial. I
contemplated my own abjection:
The abject threatens life, it must be radically excluded from the place
of the living subject, propelled away from the body and deposited on
the other side of an imaginary border which separates the self from
that which threatens the self’ (Creed,1965, pp. 93) Creed, quoting Kristeva.
I identified physically with the woman. To retain my survivor self, even if that meant
dead, but dead, retaining relatable characteristics like hair, because it aligned with
acceptable and dignified death rituals that even temporarily preserve the self. The choice,
by the living, is for the dead to be ‘radically excluded’, a choice considered by the First
Officer (pp. 40) or through ritual, elevated, but I question if this is more for the benefit of the
living. I am conscious that WW2 ended over seventy years ago but so much documentary
and fictional film of it exists, that it is easy to reimagine WW2, almost a hundred years after
The Hunger.
I identify as culturally Catholic, while that will have individual and nuanced meanings,
broadly it is a person who does not practice the Catholic faith as part of their belief system
but is “indelibly Catholic by culture, ancestry, ethnicity, or family tradition.” (Mullen, 2015) I
write as part of the colonised, writing in the coloniser’s legacy of the written word. I write in
the English language, rather than through oral storytelling in Irish. My years in England have
equipped me perfectly for that. Due to my adoptive name and accent I might be placed with
the coloniser rather than the colonised. At times that has been a vital place of safety and at
others, an awkwardness that incorrectly assumes my cultural identity. Homecoming explores
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the otherness of two white ethnicities which should find common ground but instead are
puppets of their separate pasts. As a cultural Catholic, regardless of spiritual belief, I am
allied to ancestry, as if their stories must be mine now. I work from an autoethnographic
starting point, but imaginatively, my writing identifies with characters who hold more
polarised or different points of view to me. A reader, depending on their cultural background,
may have to refer to the glossary if they are unfamiliar with detail, but the themes of
abjection, loss and facets of motherhood give it a wider appeal because they are universal. I
have wanted to rein back the historical content, but I am conscious that history and literature
intertwine in Ireland, a matched pair. They still are, whether the writing is in the supernatural
mode or the realist style. This may not be unique to Ireland, but we certainly use
supernatural fiction to explore internal events as a way of marking the milestones in our
fledgling and shifting national identity. For example, Nationalist historian and writer, Dorothy
Macardle, while she was a political prisoner in Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin, wrote the collection
of short stories, Earth-Bound (Macardle, 1924). She drew on republican interventions from
beyond the grave, allowing readers to be entertained by ghost stories while chronicling a
violent period in Ireland’s history. In a superstitious country, Irish legends, premonitions and
martyred family members returning to save gun-men on the run would play into the Irish
consciousness.
Reading horror literary critiques such as The Horror Reader (Gelder, 2000) and On
writing horror: a handbook (Mort Castle; Horror Writers Association, 2007) to broaden my
understanding of the genre and my own writing practice, I felt drawn to Gothic writing and
particularly to Sheridan le Fanu. I read his works and also Dunsany’s and revisited Stoker. I
investigated the writers’ background; the common link was that they were Anglo-Irish. I
wondered why, on such a small island, the Anglo-Irish were prolific Gothic/Supernatural
fiction writers. Gothic was an already established genre dating back to The Castle of Otranto
(Walpole, 1764) but Anglo-Irish writers focused on it rather than embracing realism. Even
Irish realism, written by writers from a Catholic background had Gothic overtones, from Star
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of the Sea (O’Connor, 2002) to The Secret Scripture (Barry, 2008) To feature in that genre,
work had to have heightened, operatic emotions, a grand and desolate setting and weather,
curses, unexplained madness, secret passages and a heroine in distress.
Gothic …is neither darkness nor of light, alienation neither of reason and
morality nor of superstition and corruption, neither good nor evil, but both
at the same time. Relations between the real and the fantastic, sacred
and profane, supernatural and natural, past and present, civilised and barbaric,
rational and fanciful, remain crucial to the Gothic dynamic of limit and
transgression. (Botting,1996, pp. 9)
If those dualities defined Gothic, I wondered if there might be a sub-genre that was Irish
Gothic with its own conventions. It could be supernatural and indeed ‘Carmilla’ (Le Fanu,
1872) and Dracula (Stoker, 1897) are, but also within that canon, there was a place for ‘The
Room in the Dragon Volant’, (Le Fanu,1872) featuring the terror of being buried alive and a
corpse in a fortune telling booth, where there is no supernatural content. Sometimes it feels
that Gothic is blatant and sometimes, the Gothic elements are appropriately veiled.
Recently, I watched a play which contained veiled Gothic elements. In Dinner (2019),
characters isolated in a large house present us with an ‘events of the night’ scenario.
Speaking to the Director, Carl Russell, I praised the modern set design. He told me that
originally it was a traditional Gothic setting. Everything made sense. The play’s author,
Buffini is second generation Irish and had written other works such as a screenplay of Jane
Eyre (Buffini, 2010) and A Vampire Story, (2016) filmed by Irish director Neil Jordan as
Byzantium (2012) and featuring a character called Ruthven as a nod to Polidori, whose story
The Vampyre (Polidori,1819) featured a vampire called Ruthven. Some of Buffini’s work
falls outside this category, but there was enough to make me think that Irish Writers lean
toward writing Gothic and if there can be a supernatural element, all the better. I believe that
what started with the Anglo-Irish appropriating our folklore and our culture has become an
assimilation for modern Irish writers, to explore aspects of our own past, as in Nothing on
Earth (O’Callaghan, 2017) and The Veil (McPherson, 2011) In the same way, Magical
Realist Writers in South America such as Borges or Allende have blended their folklore and
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history, post colonially, to reject European realism and the colonisers’ perspective.‘ The
presence of the supernatural … is often connected to the primeval or magical ‘native’
mentality, … in opposition to European rationality.’ (Moore, 2017)
Having read Reading in the Dark (Deane,1997), I felt it combined those three
components, central to the Irish psyche: family secrets, a backdrop of Irish history and
supernatural elements. Writing Homecoming, it feels acceptable for characters to bond over
a ghost story as social currency, for a curse to be in play and for dark, hidden secrets to
emerge. Homecoming recreates telling dark tales in a small low-lit space, the ship’s
mailroom. (pp. 16) The ship itself is a Gothic setting, a former passenger liner, stripped down
for WW2. It creaks and labours in its former splendour, of the upper classes, mingling with
steerage. Unlike the coffin-ships it is bringing them back. It is a floating village with its own
graveyard, the sea. There is no comforting fireside keeping out the elements, but the might
of the sea against the ship’s hull. The travellers unintentionally recreate a familiar storytelling setting as cryptlike, rather than sitting on the deck in the sunlight, initially so that they
can avoid sharing Dymphna’s gin stash. The hold of the unnamed ship is a floating Villa
Diodati. There is a Big House tale, the introduction of the box and a hint at the curse.
Gothic often features a villainous or mad Catholic priest or monk. In Homecoming, this is
Ireland itself, a Catholic dictatorship during the 1940s where women can be imprisoned on
the whim of the Church/State. Patricia and Dymphna are misfits in this Ireland, one through
her faith and the other because she is unmarried yet does not embody the Irish spinster,
devoted to family and church. The tropes are there, obscured by the setting and time period.
Shamey transports human remains up a secret staircase, important messages are delayed.
Shamey literally consumes the body and blood (pp. 42) while the toilet scene echoes the
confessional. (pp. 33-38)
In the nineteenth century, Ireland was part of the British Empire. The people living
within the Protestant community in Ireland were referred to as Anglo-Irish. Ireland had been
colonised centuries before and over time, land had been settled or given to English
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Protestant subjects, to develop and to control. Their feeling of Irishness ranged from
Wellington’s alleged ‘Just because I was born in a stable does not make me a horse’ to
others who loved the country and felt a genuine link with Ireland on their own terms. The
people that they controlled, the Catholics, had inhabited Ireland for hundreds of years,
despite invasions, and maintained a specific, separate identity and culture. British
occupation resulted in a faith apartheid. The significance Penal Law on Catholicism was:
like that of the apartheid laws of recent South African history, was to
disenfranchise the native majority from all power, both political and economic.
Unlike apartheid, the disabilities created by the Penal Laws were aimed not at
a particular race or ethnic group, but at the adherents of a particular religion.
(University of Minnesota Law School, 2018)
The Penal Laws discriminated against Catholics in business, education and inheritance.
Partially abolished at the end of the eighteenth century, they left a negative legacy through
the nineteenth century, with Catholics still forced to pay tithes supporting the Church of
Ireland, while their own faith was supressed. If the emancipation of slavery in the Deep
South of the US was compared to the end of the Penal Laws, then the century that followed
and the growing Nationalism, mirrored the Civil Rights Movement.
St John D. Seymour, In True Irish Ghost Stories (Seymour and Neligan,1914) was
himself, a turn of the century Church of Ireland minister. The majority of his stories begin
with a doctor or minister moving into a new village, only to be haunted by something that the
locals know well, setting up a division between the new-comer, literally or culturally, and the
Irish-Catholics, who have a real or perceived knowledge and attunement with the locale.
Consider the superstitious peasants in Dracula (Stoker,1897). Stoker never visited
Transylvania, but he would have experienced the Irish peasantry. Perhaps the Borgo Pass,
infamous for massacres, famine and disease was closer to home, through Stoker’s mother’s
recollection of her horrific Sligo childhood experiences of the 1832 Cholera outbreak. There
is something to be feared and yet respected in the folk-faith and the superstition:
and taking a crucifix from her neck offered it to me. I did not know what to do,
for, as an English Churchman, I have been taught to regard such things as in
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some measure idolatrous, and yet it seemed so ungracious to refuse an old lady
meaning so well and in such a state of mind.” (Stoker,2000, pp. 9)
Harker accepts rosary beads from a peasant, an amulet protecting the wearer from the dark
things feared by the peasantry, but the passage encapsulates the otherness of the giver too:
a Catholic. The term Anglo-Irish, depending on the reader’s understanding of Irish history,
can be problematic because it could convey just a superficial binary Protestant/Catholic
division around theology, without apportioning difference to colonialism. If I were to study
nineteenth century writing from India, the visual ethnicity of the Anglo and indigenous Indian
writer would be apparent, and their names would reflect their heritage and cultural
relationship. Apply this to Ireland, where both sides of this faith apartheid are white, and It
becomes harder to recognise the colonialism and untangle the relationships.
Growing up, I had enjoyed the film Northwest Frontier (1959), but reappraising it as
an adult, with an understanding of colonialism, my Irish identity and history, I felt conflicted in
my viewing loyalties. Kenneth Moore beats off an Indian invasion to rescue a little Raja in
colonial India. Lauren Bacall at her loveliest is the feisty heroine. In colonial terms, I wouldn’t
be Lauren Bacall. I would be one of the colonised. I might be the engine driver Gupta’s wife
or third marauding Indian who is going to get shot’s wife. That’s the reality. It would be
unlikely that the tale would be told by Gupta in this Anglocentric world. The colonised have to
be viewed by the Coloniser to be different; less. The villain is a half Indian Muslim, so the
viewer knows exactly where to place his/her loyalty. The hero is white; a saviour. His English
values obscure the fact that he is oppressing and bestowing favour and division over the
colonised. Whiteness feels relative and shifting. If the Anglo-Irish writers were white, which
represented authority and power, how could the closest white race to them be viewed as
less white? A race that political cartoons depicted as Simian and of whom Charles Kingsley
wrote:
I am daunted by the human chimpanzees I saw along that hundred
miles of horrible country. … I believe that there are not only many
more of them than of old, … But to see white chimpanzees is dreadful;
if they were black, one would not feel it so much, but their skins, except
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where tanned by exposure, are as white as ours. (Martin, 2014,pp. 52)
The Anglo-Irish identity, or the liminality of that identity, becomes important. All of these
writers either came from or lived in Ireland, but looked to England for their cultural lead, to
set them apart as the colonial rulers over the native Irish. They were unified by their Church
of Ireland faith, elevated and separate from the Catholic Irish. However, they were viewed as
cultural hybrids and their perceived Irishness could stereotype them, despite their lack of
association with the Catholic Irish. Should this matter if the quality of the writing is
paramount? Some of it has endured and expanded on into film, such as Dracula. In
Dracula’s case, the effect becomes circular. It draws in Polidori’s The Vampyre, possibly
influenced by Italian Strega vampires, reflecting Polidori’s Italian ancestry, also Le Fanu’s
‘Carmilla’, and by the latest incarnation, it has all tropes of the previous versions. But, if this
supernatural writing is all the output from one ethnic group, where is the Irish-Catholic voice?
Le Fanu and Stoker spent childhoods ‘parented’ by Irish-Catholic female servants, who likely
told supernatural stories. We can’t know what conversations with servants or nannies
prompted Anglo-Irish supernatural writing, but it certainly did them no harm to be associated
with Ireland. Maturin in ‘Leixlip Castle’ was quite clear about the influence of Irish-Catholic
servants on his heroine,
left very much to the servants, among whom she increased her taste for
superstitious and supernatural horrors, to a degree that had a most disastrous
effect on her future life. (Maturin,1825)
The Anglo-Irish writers lived amongst what they dubbed a superstition-riddled Catholic
peasantry. It’s the associations of wildness; a haunted isle that lends a layer of credibility to
the Anglo writers. In The Milesian Chief (1812), Maturin described Ireland as:
the only country on earth, where, from the strange existing opposition of religion,
politics, and manners, the extremes of refinement and barbarism are united, …
situations of romantic story are hourly passing before modern eyes.’
(Maturin, 1812, pp. V)
Maturin, like St John D. Seymour, was a Church of Ireland Minister and Le Fanu, the son of
a Church of Ireland Minister. Nobody questioned that Protestant bias because they belonged
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to the legitimate voice, the coloniser. The Catholic Irish were pawns depicted through
literature as much as other colonised nations. Punter, in ‘Scottish and Irish Gothic’ asserts
that:
each work ‘regularly represents’ aspects of the Gothic translated to locations
in which agents of empire experience disturbing encounters with nature and with
indigenous peoples that challenge their sanity and their ideas about civilization.
(Punter, 2002, pp.123)
While reading tastes may have changed, I can respect that these stories created fear in their
readers. Relatively cheap, mass produced books allowed the colonial viewpoint a wider
audience than in previous centuries within the established colonial system.
We should regard its author as writing not just from the dominating viewpoint
of a white man describing a colonial possession, but also from the perspective of
a massive colonial system whose economy, functioning and history had acquired
the status almost of a fact of nature. (Said,1989, pp.10)
Anglo-Irish writers had to write into the English market. Writing realism was difficult because
the Irish social structure did not mirror England’s and they had to explain the politics which
underpinned their lives. They also felt the need to explain customs and words, to build
authenticity. So, while the Anglo-Irish were dominant in Ireland, in England, they were
reminded of the hierarchy of colonial status. To be commercially successful, they either had
to sensationalise the Irish-Catholic culture or create something else. Gothic enabled the
Anglo-Irish to commercially communicate their experience through a supernatural prism,
which fitted English reading tastes at that time. Ironically, Dracula and Uncle Silas, (Le
Fanu,1864) while drawing on an Irish Gothic landscape, achieved fame when set in
Derbyshire or Transylvania. Elizabeth Bowen, in her preface to Uncle Silas wrote: ‘[it] has
always struck me as being an Irish story transposed to an English setting.’ (Bowen,1947, pp.
8). Le Fanu’s publisher Richard Bentley persuaded him to abide by a ‘gentleman’s
agreement’ to set his work in the then present day England. Possibly, Bentley saw Le Fanu
as heir to Wilkie Collins. It was a commercial decision. Le Fanu’s work would sell, free of the
complexities of Irish life.
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Colonial hierarchy is shown in Rose’s character or non-character. Even the Irish could
find someone lower than them to exploit, in this case sexually. Rose represents the
identityless servants that people colonial literature, existing only in the coloniser’s point of
view. Shamey tells his tale and we never hear Rose’s voice. The womens’ reaction to the
picture Shamey shows them is one of pity for him. It is implied that perhaps the picture is not
actually Rose but a generic ‘all them oriental girls look the same’ picture, both coy and
risqué, leaning towards orientalism. In order to maintain Shamey’s power over Rose, the
illusion of her and his relationship with her, can be her only lasting identity. The reader is not
told Rose’s ethnicity. In her world, Shamey’s own lowly status is elevated and he exploits his
whiteness and patriarchal power. He controls her identity, even in death, taking her head as
a souvenir, a colonial acquisition, a curiosity. He reapplies her makeup to preserve the
image of her he has created. Shamey sees her as property and although the story does not
explore this, I think he would have discovered her with another client, interpreted it as her
being unfaithful and killed her in revenge. He can only see her existence as it reflects on him
and he has turned a shabby financial transaction into a love story where he is betrayed,
rather than face the reality that Rose slept with him out of financial necessity. Better for
Shamey to bring home the head of his true love, to Mammy, knowing that she will be his
forever, than risk the reality of rejection or really knowing Rose and that her feelings for him
might be as similar to the grudging politeness he might have for local Protestant gentry. He
abjects the thing most like him. Patricia thinks briefly of her servant Din, (pp. 4) but it was
intentional that there are no Indian or Burmese crew mentioned on the ship to emphasise the
exclusive white community and I couldn’t depict them authentically.
To-Let (Croker,1893) a collection of ghost stories set mostly in India, contained a
central message: Your foreign servant will kill you for gain. Anglo-Irish, Bithia Mary Croker
set several of the tales in Ireland with similar plots. She also wrote negatively about black
people in the deep South, about a murderous ex-slave. While the tales were well-crafted,
they became repetitive and offensive. Her assertion was that non-English servants were a
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threat and each race cumulatively, while it had some stereotypical characteristics, added to
one another as the reader had the ‘evil foreigners’ theme rammed home. Anecdotally, I
worked with a white South African woman who described the isolation and fear she
experienced, when her husband was working away. Wary of her black South African
servants, she and her neighbours had invested in iron window bars, high gates and security
monitoring. While there must have been a level of crime to support these measures, I
sensed her fear was greater. She nostalgically described a past-privileged lifestyle. It is
impossible to gauge the impact of Croker’s work and whether it fuelled the coloniser’s fear,
rather like the ever-increasing security measures. These were fictional tales, but Croker’s
time in India and Ireland may have added an implied authenticity, which would elevate them
to urban myths and would underpin cautious dealings with native servants. If you have a
castle, a manor house or a vicarage, however crumbling it may be, it has to be defended
from those who feel it should never have been there in the first place. It becomes a colonial
symbol. I could associate both the fear and nostalgia with my knowledge of the Anglo-Irish,
where staying inside the cultural stockade meant protection:
The Gothic enclosed the Ascendancy in a highly codified and
stratified world requiring rites of initiation, secret knowledge and a sense
of esoteric entitlement.(Killeen,2014, pp. 48)
Caught between two cultures and never fully being part of either, the Anglo-Irish are
perfectly placed between British rationale and Irish superstition, which is at the core of Irish
Gothic, a genre that emphasises, ‘hesitancy over certainty and which refuses to dissolve
binaries such as living/dead, inside/outside, friend/enemy, desire/disgust.’ (Killeen,2014,pp.
46)
The Anglo-Irish lived in fear of extermination of their culture by a majority force, which
for centuries had been depicted as savage and primitive. In order to appear separate from
that savagery there was something more English than the English about the Anglo-Irish, a
cruder depiction of Englishness but one that cannot quite shake off the otherness of coming
from Ireland. The Anglo-Irish may have felt that despite their Englishness,, they had been
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abandoned by their mother country. There is a joke about the Protestant Irishman who
comes to the UK and he is called Paddy. He is out of place in both the UK or Ireland.
If the nineteenth century national narrative was the product of the fearful Protestant
ascendancy, the thing they most feared were the white ‘Dopplegangers’, itself a Gothic
trope, many of whom spoke a different language but surrounded them. Servants
acknowledged ‘the good folk’, the Púca and the Cóiste Bodhar, marking those mostly
Catholic people out as simple and uncivilised but the minority Anglo-Irish may also have
feared uprising, cattle-docking and other punishments meted out to Protestant Landlords by
Catholic vigilantes such as the Whiteboys. Perhaps what they feared on dark nights was as
much natural as supernatural. I believe these ‘restless natives’ influenced their masters’
writing and could be tamed at least on the page through stereotypical depiction and
appropriation of their Irish-Catholic folklore and explained more about Anglo-Irish cultural
fear. Writing your fear allows you to control and shape it so that it is still frightening, but you
have defined its boundary. You can laugh at it, craft it into a stereotype because you have
agency. You can draw a political cartoon and give the Irish simian features. The Catholics
also had a Doppelganger tradition; the Fetch, a death harbinger who was the physical
double of a person about to die and often appeared to a third party at the moment of a
death, even if the third party was at some distance . It was as if the Doppelganger/Fetch was
coming for the small Anglo-Irish society because what most looked like them was possibly
their enemy. In the comedy Home (2019, Ep4) the middle-class Syrian refugee tells his
host’s partner that what he dislikes about the Syrian is not the difference but the similarity
between them, and in the same way, I feel the Anglo-Irish had to abject the Catholics
because the boundary between them was so slight and yet the gulf so deep. The difference
in inheritance, education and suffrage comes from the same baptismal water and to the
same God, but with enormous consequences for the infant. The Derry Girls (2019, Ep1)
episode, where a mixed faith group of young people, in the 1990s, had to list similarities and
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differences between Protestants and Catholics, humourously. illustrated this legacy of
separation and the cultural myths it created:
‘Protestants keep toasters in the cupboard! Protestants don’t like Abba!’ Comedy aside, this
was a lesson in abjection. ‘The abject has only one quality of the object and that is being
opposed to I.’ (Kristeva,1982, pp.1) What could be more oppositional than a person with
whom you share a country, a God and a skin colour but is not your tribe?
Abjection at a grassroots level could be viewed as being solely a cultural ghetto
mentality, but currently, the English Prime Minister Boris Johnson, has been quoted as
allegedly saying ‘Why is he not called Murphy like the rest of them?’ He is referring to the
Irish Taoiseach Leo Varadkar, with whom he will need to negotiate over Brexit. If this remark
can be made in 2019, it is only possible because of centuries of demonising and
stereotyping the Irish via Catholicism. Stoker researched in Marsh’s Library Dublin. From his
library record, displayed at Marsh’s Library, he read works where Catholics were depicted as
traitors or sub-human. A Papist Misrepresented and Represented or a Twofold Character of
Popery (Gother,1987) and The Acts and Monuments of John Foxe, Vol. 3 (Foxe, 1563). This
work graphically shows Protestant Martyrs dying because of persecution by Catholics. A
View of the Present State of Ireland (Spenser, 1596) asserting that that the Irish-Catholics
be dealt with harshly, was also on Stoker’s reading list, It is interesting that Stoker’s
vampires are vanquished on 5 November when Mina and Van Helsing approach Dracula’s
Castle. This was also the anniversary of William of Orange landing in England and the date
that the unsuccessful Catholic plot to blow up the Houses of Parliament took place. If Stoker
is likening the defeat of vampires to the defeat of Catholicism, these anniversaries would be
significant, although not immediately apparent. This may be co-incidental and there is an
irony in that William of Orange was a Protestant Dutchman, while Van Helsing is Catholic.
These fictional and factual precursors helped shape this view of Ireland, creating the duality
of the drunken peasant and the terrorist. Rather than writing about how the Anglo-Irish
feared the Irish-Catholics, they found an outlet in supernatural writing which could explore
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common abjections such as what lies on the other side of the liminal boundary between the
living and dead. During ‘The Hunger’, the starving were the marbh beo and the Anglo-Irish
were confronted by walking spectres or a huddle of bodies in a cabin, some dead and others
barely alive. Eyewitness accounts are chilling. A Victorian lady traveller asked, ‘How can the
dogs look so fat and shining here, where there is no food for the people?’ (Lysaght, 1996,
pp. 75) Her Guide told her the grim truth. Once told, the sight of the healthy dogs revolted
her. Her account of the starving people is graphic and unsettling, ‘You have seen the living,
and must now see the place of dead’ (Lysaght,1996,pp. 75) echoes the marbh beo state.
Descriptions of sand burials, where starving, weakened families, unable to dig hard soil,
buried their dead in the softer sand, unthinking or beyond thinking that the remains would be
uncovered and possibly devoured by animals, disturb me, partly because it is about burial,
but it is more about their conflicted state of mind, devoid of rationality and clinging to ritual to
honour the dead, carried out by a family member who may be close to death also,
perpetuating the veneer of civilization.
Appropriation of Catholic identity lies in the power dynamic. The Anglo-Irish had
agency, language and a tradition of printed words while the Irish-Catholics had folklore.
Folklore is the traditional beliefs, customs, and stories of a community, passed through the
generations by word of mouth. It can also be traditional use of materials to create objects or
buildings that identify as being from a specific place or community and the skills involved
would be passed down orally, not just as a skill but as a way of binding it into the local
culture. Folklore can provide continuity with past generations and add depth to the present
identity. The Irish for folklore is bealoideas – mouth knowledge. If the Anglo-Irish
appropriated Irish culture in print, folklore became a weapon. It was a belief pattern. Before
‘The Hunger’, the Irish-Catholics identified with a Folk Catholicism that combined with earlier
Pagan beliefs, expressed as folklore. The Hunger formalised that faith and afterwards, the
Catholic Church established faith boundaries and relegated Paganism. Dymphna’s tale is a
modern re-work of the Cóiste Bodhar folklore story. Annually, a death coach collects souls
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and one soul cheats death for a while longer, but given Homecoming’s ending, Dymphna
has already bought a ticket on the Cóiste Bodhar. Dymphna’s unrequited love for the
Coroner and the grieving mother’s lament are a distraction. The use of dialect links the tale
to oral storytelling with Dymphna as Seanchai. Dymphna’s tale symbolises living folklore but
also a journey from rebellion to bureaucracy. It is a rejection of Yeat’s Romantic Primitivism
of the peasantry, set within the urban poor. Dymphna’s voice, anchored in realism, rainy
streets and loss recreates an older tale. She owns it, telling a relatable story from the inside,
rather than harvesting an Irish-Catholic tale and judging the teller as part of a superstitious
peasantry as Yeats did.
Day after day and season after season; saints and angels, fairies and witches,
haunted hawthorn trees and holy wells, are to her what books and plays and pictures
are to you and me. (Yeats,1993)
For Dymphna, there are echoes of the countryside through her mother, but she is a modern
Dubliner, a typist. Her job is ironic as she has the means to document folklore but chooses to
storytell.
Fakelore, the implanting of a story from a culture other than the one it proports to be
from, illustrated how Irish folklore was manipulated because it was not owned or
communicated by the Catholic Irish. ‘The Soul Cages’ (Croker,1828) illustrates the issue of
Fakelore. Originally a tale recorded by the Brothers Grimm, Keightley, co-writing with Croker,
hibernised it and it was published in Fairy Legends and Traditions of the South of Ireland
(Croker,1828) WB Yeats included it in Fairy and Folk Tales of the Irish Peasantry
(Yeats,1888,pp. 61) and it formed the likely basis for ‘The Fisherman and his Soul’ (Wilde,
1997,pp. 73) Keightley, in a later edition of The Fairy Mythology (Keightley,1878) owns up to
an ‘honest confession’ but as this was buried in an appendix, few people saw it and the tale
featured in other anthologies, each adding to its pedigree. As folkloric characters are
architypes that exist across multiple cultures, it is possible that a similar story did exist in the
Irish tradition. Anecdotally, I have heard a story about an embedded needle that worked its
way out of the body. In one version, the teller came from Beirut and the story contained local
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detail and the second version was told by a Scottish person and the tale was grounded in
Glasgow.
Douglas Hyde, Ireland’s first President and President of the Gaelic League criticised
Lady Wilde, Yeats and other folklorists: ‘I have attempted-… to be a little more accurate than
my predecessors, and to give the exact language … their names and various
localities.’(Hyde,1890,pp. xvii) He felt that Patrick Kennedy’s work, folklore which leaned
toward Catholic morality, was: ‘the detritus of genuine Gaelic folklore, filtered through an
English idiom … stunted in the process.’ (Hyde,1890,pp. xi) The Free State, through the
Department of Folklore, established in 1924, only two years after independence and National
Folklore Collection An Duchas (2019) attempted to catalogue and record oral tales in written
form. This was a reclamation of a national treasure of our own words.
Homecoming’s two protagonists are female; a Protestant and a Catholic, divided by
class, physical appearance and national identity. They broadly embody characteristics of
their separate communities but meet away from their usual environment. Patricia expects
Dymphna to call her Miss or Madam on the ship, because, despite the equality and freedom
that WW2 purported to deliver, Patricia is suddenly back, part of a micro-community with its
own unspoken rules and traditions, which favour her. (pp.13) Away from Ireland, Dymphna
feels that she can ridicule Patricia, who fears her, because Dymphna embodies the rebellion
that removed Anglo-Irish power. Dymphna resents that Patricia’s identity and her looks
idealise her as typically Irish. Dymphna is angry when Patricia uses the nickname Paddy as
part of her stage persona. To her, it is appropriation; misuse of identity for gain. Dymphna is
physically non-descript, overshadowed by the glamourous yet insecure Patricia. They are
also differentiated through language. Despite her nationalism, Dymphna does not speak
Irish, she speaks Dublinese, while Patricia speaks in the stilted RP tones of WW2. This
accentuates the gulf between them. Patricia’s voice carries more perceived authority and
reason than Dymphna’s. Dymphna’s and Shamey’s voices and use of dialect were careful
choices, aimed at authenticity without alienating the reader. For Dymphna, I did not want to
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go ‘full O’Casey’ as in writing dhrink for drink, as it felt too prescriptive and unnecessary,
without achieving additional authenticity. I preferred to use syntax and allusion, similar to
Roddy Doyle’s Barrytown Trilogy. (Doyle, 2013) There are a few exceptions, but they are
authentic and understandable. Shamey’s voice is expressed through using longer quite
musical sentences which appear slightly poetic. Ironically, as a culturally Catholic writer, I am
imposing a voice on Patricia, but I feel it would be authentic in Bowen or Farrell. To exist as
English in Ireland and in English film/theatre, she has learned a distinct RP voice, honed in
more English than English 1940s films, mirroring the Anglo-Irish need to be seen as English.
The hierarchy shifts, sometimes in mid scene (pp. 24) while characters comment on one
another allegorically through their prejudices.
When the coloniser depicts the colonised, their voice is filtered through the
coloniser’s agenda and potentially contributes to a negative legacy. Photographs exist,
showing 19th century Catholic Irish and their homes. Their furniture can be seen in eviction
photographs. I cannot hear their literal voice or their experience in fiction. English was a
second language for many Irish, so its depiction has a simplicity and quaintness that renders
it peasant and ineloquent. In the case of Irish dialogue, I was never sure about authenticity,
in as much as any fictional dialogue is authentic because its purpose is to help us
understand character and develop the plot rather than document a conversation with all the
pauses or repetitions that occur in natural speech. .
The Anglo-Irish wrote about a very defined world, as corralled as their own, in which
the Irish-Catholics are servants or add to the reveal in an imagined Irish idiom, that in some
cases try to re-create a local accent but often lapses into stage Oirish. ‘The Last of Squire of
Ennismore’ (Riddell 1888) attempts a re-telling of a local man’s encounter with the devil, but
lacks oral vibrancy, by passing through the prism of Riddell’s Anglo-Irish background and the
written word. Even unintentionally, she has contributed to existing stereotypes. William
Carleton wrote in a Hiberno-English dialect. I found it detracted from the narrative and was
suspicious of Carleton depicting the peasantry, because as a convert to the Church of
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Ireland from Catholicism, albeit a relatively prosperous one, his works demonised and
stereotyped his former community. If the Hiberno-English was seemingly authentic and he
had been part of the Catholic community, it added credibility. He created a superstitious
culture where:
If a man had a sick cow, she was elf-shot; if his child became consumptive,
it had been overlooked, or received a blast from the fairies; … with a halter
hanging about their necks, under an obligation of silence during the
ceremony.(Carleton, 2005)
His writing skill depicted a world that was so like England and yet not, that despite
similarities, the Catholic Irish became Jeykll to England’s Hyde. ‘The Lianhan Shee’
(Carleton, 2005) opens with the homely description of Mrs Sullivan’s orderly cottage where
she is at her ‘well-swept hearthstone, knitting feet to a pair of sheep's gray stockings,’ and
‘The dresser was a ‘parfit white.’ But having emphasised the homely atmosphere, he begins
to describe trappings of a more superstitious life:
her own scapular was the dust of what had once been a four-leaved shamrock,
an invaluable specific ‘for seein' the good people, if they happened to come
within the bounds of vision. (Carleton, 2005)
The tale finishes with a mad disgraced priest hurling himself into a fire, but not before he has
uttered:
infatuated people! sunk in superstition and ignorance, yet, perhaps, happier
in your degradation …, an only look back upon a life of crime and misery.
(Carleton, 2005)
To add authenticity, Carleton added footnotes to explain Irish-Catholic expressions.
Carleton’s perceived authenticity and willingness to write about the sensational, gave him a
dangerous credibility which built on existing Irish stereotypes, such as when he wrote about
the real-life burning of Wildgoose Lodge by Ribbonmen, in a tale of the same name,
Carleton depicts secret sects swearing violent oaths and drinking whiskey in church.
By this sacred an' holy book of God, I will perform the action which we
have met this night to accomplish, … an this I swear upon God's book
an' God's althar! (Carleton, 2005)
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These seemingly respectable people, perform this ‘dreadful rite’ all ‘with an expression
calculated to sicken any heart not absolutely diabolical.’ Their leader bayonets and burns a
baby. ‘ ‘Your child is a coal now,’ said he, with deliberate mockery; ‘I pitched it in myself, on
the point of this.’ ‘Although Carleton explains that this is fictional, a baby did die in the actual
fire. Carleton initially depicted this as a Catholic on Protestant attack but later revised this as
he was criticised. The Murders at Wildgoose Lodge (Dooley,2007,pp. 26), examined this
factually. It was a high-profile case, resulting in eighteen executions from a Catholic on
Catholic feud. Carleton’s sensationalism wins both ways as it conveys that Catholics were
capable of atrocities on both Protestants and their own, without the local context. Through
his Gothic tales, he embedded the duality of the superstitious Catholic Fenian who is both
cunning and stupid.
Carleton had to appeal to English-speaking readers. The more that became printed
matter, the more Gaelic and Hiberno-Irish became the language of the colonised Catholic
underclass. To identify with that was to ally with the Irish-Catholic.
In Ireland in the Age of Imperialism and Revolution R.B. McDowell
discusses the upper class tendency to look toward London as the
arbiter of taste in all aspects of cultural life. He quotes Thomas Sheridan,
… "get rid of that disgusting tone called an Irish brogue, which pervades
every sentence they utter and renders them a perpetual subject of ridicule
to all hearers. (Waters,1984, pp. 29)
This was a double devaluation. It was not enough to speak some form of English rather than
Gaelic, but the Hiberno-English and the accent marked the speaker as colonised.
Assimilating was to give up part of your identity. For the coloniser, knowing the native
language indicated a sense of power. The English hero might be heard barking orders at the
locals in their own language and it shows them who is master. Or translating a local place
name and giving it a quaint charm while abjecting the Irish-Catholics, by saying that their
place names are ‘word pictures.’ After ‘The Hunger’ we see an emerging Catholic middleclass writing tradition, often through nationalist poetry, James Clarence Mangan for example
and finally, modernism through James Joyce. Nationalist poets often depicted Ireland as a
grieving woman rather than a country, longing for freedom. The novel Knocknagow,
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(Kickham,1887) written by an imprisoned Fenian and reprinted over twenty-eight times and
filmed in 1918, captured Irish-Catholic hearts because although sentimental, it was written
from the inside and dealt authentically with village life and land politics.
The best and most faithful pictures of Irish country life we possess. The
wedding, the wake, the pastimes, all are depicted with a master hand. True
to nature in his peerless works, smiles and tears are separated by no wide
interval. (Kelly & Murphy, 1903, pp. 8)
Patricia’s performance of the Stage Oirish song illustrates the appropriation of the
Irish voice. She assumes a persona to deliver a folksong which may be authentic but as she
follows it with a contemporary swing ballad, it is sung to showcase her performance range
rather than identity. (pp. 8) Irish identity is temporarily useful and Patricia knows that, but if
she has any hope of a West End show role, she needs to stay mainstream and English.
When she overhears a discussion that might be about her, she retreats from engaging with
the English and back into the safety of the Irish underlings. Dymphna initially buys into
Patricia’s illusion, possibly crudely depicted, like an Irish Bar abroad, but it is enough to
rouse her patriotism, despite ironically not being able to sing the Irish National Anthem in
Gaelic. Dymphna’s vision of Ireland lies within Dublin and Shamey’s ‘Wesht’ is viewed by
her as scenic but backward. Homecoming begins and ends in the West, travelling by horsedrawn cart into the heart of superstition and tradition, as if it is a compass point of
authenticity, as depicted by Yeats Celtic Twilight movement. However, it was always
intended that this would be a far darker place and it hosts the fulfilment of Dympha’s
temporary brush with death and the Carson curse.
In Homecoming, when Dymphna and Patricia are informed of Shamey’s death, the
emphasis is on the validity of sounding and behaving in an English way. (pp. 44-45)
The Captain addresses Patricia as if Dymphna was subordinate. Dymphna’s anger is seen
as primitive and lowly until she upbraids Patricia for playing up to that Englishness and how
in her view, Patricia is hiding behind it. They do not share the same death customs and
would both view the others’ rites as unsuitable. They do not offer Christian prayers for
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Shamey, but Dymphna invokes a more Pagan rite that undercuts their division. They both
grieve as equals, decolonised by grief under the same piece of tarpaulin, a liminal and
temporary shelter. Their relationship with Shamey has been short and superficial but due to
its intensity and disclosure, they feel shock and mourn, through keening.(pp. 48)
Literary colonisation may have emigrated, through the Brontes’ writing and
embedded itself in the canon of classic English literature. It is possible that Patrick Brontë,
originally from County Down and living in Yorkshire, would have been familiar with Le Fanu’s
work and his daughters influenced by it. They were both part of the same Protestant
community; Le Fanu a minister’s son and Brontë a minister. The Life of Charlotte Brontë
(Gaskell,1857) included Charlotte’s library but her editorial bias, seen as a means of
promoting Gaskell’s own career as a female writer in a male-dominated market, could allow
Gaskell to censor or exclude titles.. In Jane Eyre (Brontë,1847), the first wife still living
parallels A Chapter in the history of a Tyrone Family. (Le Fanu,1839) Charlotte Brontë and
Le Fanu both contributed to and read the Dublin University Magazine. It published A Chapter
in the history of a Tyrone Family in 1839 and perhaps it is no coincidence that Charlotte,
having received a favourable review for her own work from them, described herself as ‘your
grateful and constant reader.’(Kenton,2013 Kindle location138244) In Wuthering Heights,
(Brontë,1847) it is possible to speculate that Heathcliff, brought back from Liverpool may be
an Irish orphan fleeing hunger. Although Wuthering Heights is set in the early 1800s, it was
first published in 1847, the height of the Great Hunger.
In August 1845 Branwell was sent to Liverpool. . . . It was the time when
the first shiploads of Irish immigrants were landing at Liverpool and dying ….
Their images, and especially those of the children, were unforgettably
depicted in the Illustrated London News--starving scarecrows with a
few rags on them and an animal growth of black hair almost obscuring
their features. …(collections were made in Haworth Church for the
victims of the Irish Famine) cannot be overlooked in explaining Emily's
choice of Liverpool for the scene of Mr. Earnshaw's encounter with
"the gipsy brat" Heathcliff. . . . Branwell's visit to Liverpool was in August
of 1845; the writing of Wuthering Heights belongs to the autumn
and winter of that year. (Michie,1992, pp. 129)
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Arthur Bell Nicholls, later Charlotte Brontë’s husband, was Curate to Rev Brontë’s parish.
Bell retained strong links with his birthplace, Antrim Ireland, also regularly visiting County
Offaly. I can only speculate on the weight of news from home and how this may have
shaped the Brontë sisters’ work. Edgar Allen Poe and Mary Shelley both had Anglo-Irish
extended family.
Homecoming contains a number of Gothic tropes, including the use of the uncanny
through a curse and a severed head. ‘Uncanny effect is produced by effacing the distinction
between imagination and reality.’ (Freud,1919) The family curse is a way of explaining
dramatic events and exiting a character without any post-mortem reason as to why they
died. It is often a curse placed on someone of greater social standing because they had
abused their status. The curse is the disenfranchiseds’ weapon because it invokes a
supernatural power, not based on physical strength or a weapon. It shows the power of
words to influence fate regardless of how well a person feels they are protected. If the
outcome is dependable and starts building a pattern, the curse becomes stronger because it
is backed up with events. In Homecoming, the curse’s origins are never mentioned. It is
intended that the reader doesn’t initially spot that there is a curse in force. David’s death is
seen through the point of view of his grieving, guilt ridden mother and her self-blame initially
separates his death from previous deaths. (pp. 26-28) It is only when Colin speaks about
David in context with his own older brother dying in WW1 and his own feelings of mortality,
that I want the reader to feel that there is a possible link, but WW1 killed many millions, so
again the curse element is obscured. When the ‘Cursee’ accepts the pattern and knows that
he is next, then the emotional pressure of the curse does its own work. An example of this
emotional pressure, illustrating the ritualised behaviour and language of a curse, to produce
a negative effect, took place recently. In 2019, a man in Ennis, Ireland, was jailed for
putting a Widow’s curse on a Guard, when arrested for a motoring offence. In earlier times a
Widow would have been seen as disadvantaged. The Guard reported that the man said:
I am putting a curse on you. I will light a candle that your family will die and
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you will suffer grief in the next 12 months. When it happens, I will take pictures
and send them to you and put them up for everyone to see. … I am going to light
a candle to give you the curse and I will get my mother to give you the widow's
curse and they will all be dying belonged to you. (Deegan, Jan 2019)
Deconstructing the curse; the lyrical and slightly nostalgic language, gives it an implicit
authenticity. The candle lighting ritual and timescale, along with the threat of publicising the
deaths, shows a premeditation that in itself, is abusive. Given that this is modern day Ireland,
the Judge deemed it a criminal offence, saying:
There are many people who dismiss that type of behaviour as falling into the
realm of the piseog and the world of the past … people who become gravely
upset when something like that happens. (Deegan, Jan 2019)
It was graphic psychological abuse intended to work on the Guard’s emotions. He was
asked to apologise, rather than lift the curse, which may not be the same, depending on
what the Guard believed, and this might be shaped by any unexplained or tragic family
events. Colin’s hope of a new start in New Zealand may be his last attempt to evade his
own curse but the absence of replies from Paddy and his own fatalist nature, possibly
coupled with his WW1 experiences have already propelled him down a negative path and
the conclusion is natural law. Colin’s family history is not fully disclosed because he carries
his own edited history that leans into the curse and I want to remain ambiguous about its
legitimacy.
The fox imagery is also uncanny. We are presented with one living fox and the other
two, dead. It would be normal to see a fox, in this case, the vixen, in the countryside and
sadly to hunt it. It would also be normal in 1945, to wear a fox stole, but the uncanny lies in
the ambiguity of the fox and whether it has a supernatural meaning. The fox image occurs
when David dies (pp. 27) and when Patricia hears Colin has died.(pp. 53) A mangy fox fur is
worn by the grieving mother at the Coroner’s.(pp. 18) The uncanny links the fox stole, an
almost fox, repurposed into clothing. Freud listed ‘dismembered limbs, a severed head, a
hand cut off at the wrist, feet which dance by themselves’ (Freud, 1919) as uncanny. They
have become uncanny by being separated from the whole. Rose’s head is uncanny and I
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toyed with the idea of her telling her tale at the end in folksong tradition. However, in order to
enforce her silence, I didn’t. The fox imagery is also a harbinger but its authenticity in each
setting obscures this.
The box represents the forbidden, which in Gothic, may be the locked room. The box
is not literally locked but the women’s reluctance to open it, serves as lock and key. It is a
portal to an alternative state of mind and a nod to Bluebeard. They can cope emotionally
with what Shamey chooses to reveal, but the reality, like the darker realities of WW2 which
are abjected by Patricia, cannot be reconciled (pp. 4&14&15). In the same way, the AngloIrish, confronted by widespread death and disease in The Hunger, could not express that
trauma directly, because if they identified as English, this could not happen in England and it
was a further reminder of their fragile colonial status. Dymphna is also unable to deal
directly, in her case with loneliness, taking refuge in a fantasy romance. The film she
struggles to describe (pp. 19) is Now, Voyager (1942), where a plain spinster transforms,
rejecting her mother’s influence, falling for an unattainable man. Both Colin and the Coroner
are unattainable or forbidden, locked away in their past, losing their best selves through
conflict and survivor guilt. The brooding hero may appear redeemable, but WW2 confronts
them with their emotional pasts. Colin was based on several post-war roles played by Eric
Portman, notably in Great Day (1945) where:
World War 1 “shell shock,” male hysteria and trauma were …“un-British”.
Males who found it difficult to function in wartime and post-war society
were marginalized and deliberately forgotten.(Williams, 2000, pp. 114).

Both men have spent time around death, trying to limit or rationalise it.
Shamey’s village survived the Great Hunger by cannibalism and adopted this
practice because, pragmatically, it kept them alive. They have ritually embellished it; storing
family heads, so that their unique practice aligns with Irish death customs of viewing and
reverencing the departed. This is transgenerational epigenetic inheritance and custom. I
chose to leave whether this is epigenetic madness or a way of coming to terms with the
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unthinkable, up to the reader. An opportunity or economic necessity for one of these
villagers to emigrate would have consequences; met with a broader morality about their
practice, they would have to make choices. Shamey’s siblings have emigrated and it is open
to speculation about how they would have acclimatised. Shamey decides to be a covert and
opportunist cannibal, driven by his instinctive urge, which may have included eating Rose.
He knows that society finds cannibalism taboo, causing him to keep the contents of the box
secret. Eating family remains is called endocannibalism and in some cultures, South
America, Asia and Africa, this represented an inherited continuity of the departed; absorbing
them, in the way a western woman might wear her late grandmother’s wedding dress, to
perpetuate her grandmother’s qualities. Cannibalism, viewed through the coloniser’s eyes,
has always been a way of abjecting and depicting Irish savagery such as in The Faerie
Queene (Spenser,1590) and A View of the present state of Ireland, where Spenser writes:
they came creeping forth upon their hands, for their legs could not bear them. ….
they did eat the dead carrions,… one another soon after, insomuch as the very
carcasses they spared not to scrape out of their graves. (Norton & Co, 2019)
This binds the Irish into real or fabricated accounts of cannibalism worldwide, told from the
coloniser’s point of view. Satirically, A Modest Proposal advocated the Anglo-Irish eating
Irish children. It is ironic that satire became a reality for the Irish-Catholic. ‘I grant this food
will be somewhat dear, … seem to have the best title to the children.’ (Swift,2008,pp. 5)
Shamey’s village could be likened to an English Thankful Village, a place where no
one died in WW1. Part of the English landscape is the War Memorial and part of the Irish
landscape are ‘Famine’ Graveyards. The most memorable for me, is a memorial plaque
which reads: ‘Here ends ‘Casan na marbh’ (Mangan,2019) This plaque is from Rathkeele,
Co Limerick Graveyard. The word pathway suggested something gradual but defined, full of
milestones that the traveller hoped would be the end but that the real end involved sinking
lower until death was a release. There is an Irish cultural resistance to acknowledging
survival cannibalism, that the Irish alone had higher morals. General discussion about it on
Irish interest social media pages is quick to shun it and focus on British genocide. Paul
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Lynch commenting about his Hunger novel Grace (Lynch,2018) acknowledges this cultural
awkwardness and confronts it creatively:
To survive an event of this magnitude, you might have had to connive,
to lie and to steal… You might have taken food from your children.
You might have had to kill. Cannibalism – documented in every famine
on human record – is something the Irish still do not want to address.
Primo Levi in his memoir of Auschwitz said that “survivors are rarely heroes
– in a world dominated by the law of survival, morality changes. (Lynch, 2017)
In conclusion, writing and researching Homecoming has given me the freedom to
explore aspects of Irish literature and history, and to an extent, my own history. At the
comedian Pat Shortt’s recent gig, the audience was majority Irish. We were all laughing at
ourselves through Shortt’s perceptive, if broad, comedy. It struck me that the audience were
survivors through our ancestors. In my own family, it has been gratifying to
genealogically,trace birth record from the early 1850s, meaning that the parents survived
‘The Hunger’. That familiar set of cultural types we have created are our own. We know
ourselves.
The play Spud (McAleer & Grimes,2019) starring Kevin McAleer of Derry Girls
opened in August 2019 in Belfast. It was a two hander Hunger comedy. McAleer’s reading
references were credible and thorough. It was an attempt to tell our own tale through surreal
comedy. The oddly few reviews of the play are favourable and a tribute to a dark sense of
humour. Online, the play was condemned as a subject that must never be the subject of
comedy. A petition (Fairlie,2019) calling for it to be banned gained only 2087 signatures by
13 October 2019, although now, there may be slightly more. Comments missed the play’s
point and the recurring post was that there were no comedies about the Holocaust, which is
untrue. Perhaps they had not heard of The Producers (1967) or Life is Beautiful (1997)
Having not seen Spud!, it is difficult to review it, as a play, but chiefly as an alternative way of
explaining The Hunger. At least we are telling our own story and being Ireland there will
always be someone saying ‘Down with this sort of thing’ in Father Ted (1995) style. Writing
Homecoming and my thesis has allowed me to feel part of something much bigger and
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helped me understand my own poetics and precursors; the ever-present child, my aunt
Annie, the trauma that her death caused my father as a child, and my love of old films, many
of which have strong Gothic elements, such as Rebecca (1940) or The Search for Bridey
Murphy (1956). The supernatural is embedded in my childhood; my Granny the seanchai, in
her unresolved grief for her daughter. I have written that grief into Dymphna’s tale, to be free
of it. Granny’s folklore and superstition permeated our existence in a home where time had
stood still. Who would have thought that a corpo flat could be Gothic?
Homecoming has allowed me to explore an aspect of Irish Protestants. While I never
discuss Patricia’s faith, it has enabled me to consider an alien culture to me, but one, which
going forward has its challenges in an increasingly secular country. Speak to an Irish person
and there are cultural touchstones, often linked to Catholicism and superstition, but in time,
defining Irish identity will shift again in a more multi-cultural and secular society. Ironically, in
the modern celebration of Halloween which owes much to the pagan Irish Samhain, Dracula
in his Bela Lugosi incarnation has become an iconic Halloween image. Dublin holds its
eighth annual Stoker Festival, a blend of Gothic and folklore, sponsored by the Irish Tourist
Board. #BiteMeDublin. It is a celebration of both cultures, a fusion that is only possible when
identity has evolved. Since starting Homecoming, the Eighth Amendment has been
repealed, faith is no longer a criteria for school admissions and the North, due to the lack of
a power sharing agreement at Stormont, will be brought in line with the rest of the UK by
allowing equal marriage and abortion.
Brexit will have defined another Irish identity in relation to the British border in the
North. Varadkar’s negotiations will be from the position of one equal state to another, a
concept that has perhaps bypassed those who wonder why ‘Paddy won’t play ball.’ The
Home Secretary, Patel, has been vilified for suggesting that Irish non-compliance be met
with imposing food shortages. We have been there before. She lacked an awareness of our
history to even suggest this.. But when Varadkar speaks on behalf of Ireland, I think he
already knows that in the hopes and memories of the people he serves as Taoiseach, he is
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speaking about more than a border and that at his shoulder will always be a small, fleshless
hand of ‘The Hunger’.
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